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reproduction of the original the lives of the saints by s baring gould reproduction of the original the lives of the saints by s baring gould butler s lives of the
saints is the most revered catholic book after the bible the missal and the imitation of christ a saint or two for each day of the calendar great for a daily
meditation each life is followed by a lesson from the life to help us apply the virtues of the saint to ourselves great for the entire family includes famous saints
since fr butler s time all recounted in the same beautiful reverent spirit that was his impr depicting the lives of the saints in an array of factual and fictional
stories the golden legend was perhaps the most widely read book after the bible during the late middle ages it was compiled around 1260 by jacobus de
voragine a scholarly friar and later archbishop of genoa whose purpose was to captivate encourage and edify the faithful while preserving a vast store of
information pertaining to the legends and traditions of the church in this translation the first in english of the complete text william granger ryan captures the
immediacy of this rich work which offers an important guide for readers interested in medieval art and literature and more generally in popular religious
culture arranged according to the order of saints feast days these fascinating stories are now combined into one volume this edition also features an introduction
by eamon duffy contextualizing the work reprint of the original the publishing house anatiposi publishes historical books as reprints due to their age these
books may have missing pages or inferior quality our aim is to preserve these books and make them available to the public so that they do not get lost lives of
the saints from aquinas press features 92 stories of the most popular saints of the catholic church adapted from the short biographies of butler s lives of the saints
these stories are sure to inspire a new generation of believers 96 pages paper there is no greater authority on the saints than alban butler and his enormous
research has been the standard reference on the subject for the last two and a half centuries this new adaptation of butler s multi volume lives of the saints
presents a modernized text for today s reader and provides an illuminating guide to these historic symbolic and foundational christian men and women butler s
daily readings from the lives and works of the saints offer readers of all backgrounds the opportunity to engage directly with these great figures butler s
distinctive contribution to stories about saints was to turn attention away from the superhuman miraculous themes that are prevalent in earlier works he gives
us saints who are examples of christian living who provide inspiration for our own lives in every time and circumstance as butler writes they were once what
we are now travelers on earth they had the same weaknesses we have we have difficulties so had the saints important features of this version include mention
of recently canonized saints as well as those whose path to official sainthood is still in progress also included in the daily readings are more obscure saints whose
lives and contributions to christianity should not be forgotten reproduction of the original the lives of the saints by s baring gould ranging over 2 000 years of
church history this unique anthology brings together hundreds of aphoristic sayings from the writings and recorded words of saints both famous and obscure
from the literary polish of st francis de sales patron saint of journalists to the cry of the martyr on the scaffold these quotations cover a huge array of themes joy
death faith and hope folly and vary in tone from the intimacy of personal letters to the exhortative fervor of sermons preached to the thousands the sayings
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include diary notations lists of personal resolutions naive remarks of saintly children who intuited their own destiny later recalled and assigned a deep
significance and the half legendary utterances of early wonder working saints of ireland or the misty northern forests included are african and japanese saints as
well as europeans despite the diversity of the individuals represented hermits and popes the urbane and the gaunt the sensible and the passionately foolish the
book uncovers more harmony of thought and fundamental agreement than one would ever expect on virtually all of the themes by which the collection is
organized the outlines of a saintly consensus are suggested above all this collection brings the saints vividly to life it reminds us that the saints were real people
with a range of temperaments and personalities not a group of museum figures carved in marble performing miracles facing wild lions confronting demons
transforming the world from augustine to mother teresa officially canonized as st teresa of calcutta discover seventy of the best known and best loved saints and
read their riveting stories meet joan of arc whose transcendent faith compelled her to lead an army when the king s courage failed francis of assisi whose
gentleness tamed a man eating wolf valentine a bishop in the time of ancient rome who spoke so often of christ s love that his saint s day february 12 has been
associated with courtly love since the middle ages st thomas aquinas the great teacher peter claver who cared for hundreds of thousands of people on slave ships
after their voyage as captives and bernadette whose vision of mary instructed her to dig the spring that became the healing waters of lourdes each saint is
illustrated in a dramatic and stylized full color portrait and included in every entry are the saint s dates location emblems feast days and patronage taken
together these stories create a rich inspiring and entertaining history of faith and courage for kids age 10 and up a perfect gift for confirmation pauline dimech
explores whether and to what extent we may attribute authority to the saints but also how we may ensure that it is the saints and not the scoundrels whose
influence persists and whose memory endures the thing that drives her research is the thought that history is full of examples of individuals who held
positions of official authority that they did not deserve dimech is convinced that hans urs von balthasar can help us clarify the issues surrounding the authority
of the saints besides establishing balthasar s involvement with the enterprise this book tries to establish the theological foundations upon which the authority of
the saints would have to be based in theory and possibly already however implicitly based in practice the image of santa barbara of the thunder is being shipped
to the city of bahia to be enshrined at the museum of sacred art as the boat that will deliver her is docking she comes to life to save manela a young bahian girl
whose flirtatious behaviour has offended her pious family this magical occurrence announces the start of the festival the sounds of berimbau drums herald the
candombl rituals that will determine the success or failure of santa barbara s magic once again the author of dona flor and her two husbands shows his
consummate ability to tell a story with compassion and sensuality one of publishers weekly s best books of the year winner of the christopher award winner of
the catholic press association book award witty wryly honest and always original my life with the saints is james martin s story of how his life has been shaped
by some surprising friends the saints of the catholic church in his modern classic memoir martin introduces us to saints throughout history from st peter to
dorothy day st francis of assisi to mother teresa and chronicles his lifelong friendships with them filled with fascinating tales martin s funny vibrant and stirring
book invites readers to discover how saints guide us throughout our earthly journeys and how they help each of us find holiness in our own lives featuring a
new chapter from martin this tenth anniversary edition of the best selling memoir updates readers about his life over the past ten years in that time he has
been a new york times best selling author official chaplain of the colbert report and a welcome presence in the media whenever there s a breaking catholic
news story but he has always remained recognizably himself john l allen jr the acclaimed catholic journalist contributes a foreword that shows how martin has
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become one of the wisest and most insightful voices of this era an outstanding and often hilarious memoir publishers weekly one of the best spiritual memoirs
in years robert ellsberg remarkably engaging u s catholic martin s final word is as jungian as it is catholic god does not want us to be mother teresa or dorothy
day god wants us to be most fully ourselves the washington post book world j m synge s the well of the saints is a three act darkly comedic play that explores
themes of myth vision and journeys two blind beggars martin and mary doul are cured of their blindness by a passing saint unable to reckon with the ugliness
of a world they have never seen their relationship is torn apart by their new gift now able to integrate into society they try and live as they have always
wanted to only to be met with cruelty at every turn the well of the saints is a hilarious and thought provoking play that will enrapture fans of irish literature
or comedy a cross between waiting for godot and trading places the well of the saints is a dark delight to be enjoyed by all edmund john millington synge 1871
1909 was an irish poet playwright and defining figure of the irish literary revival born in county dublin to upper middle class protestants synge suffered from
hodgkin s disease which led to his home schooling soon after graduating from trinity college dublin synge became a renowned poet and playwright but his
success was short lived as he passed away from cancer at 37 he is best remembered for his play the playboy of the western world an incredibly controversial
work at the time of its publication and performance regarded by yeats as the greatest dramatic genius of ireland synge has had a lasting legacy being a key
influence for acclaimed irish playwright samuel beckett and the subject of joseph o connor s novel ghost light 2010 for more than two centuries butler s has
been one of the best known most widely consulted hagiographies in its brief and authoritative entries readers can find a wealth of knowledge on the lives and
deeds of the saints as well as their ecclesiastical and historical importance since canonization in the course of reading these stories which are arranged according
to the order of saints feasts days throughout the liturgical year readers happen upon many fascinating cultural and historical topics at the same time these stories
draw abundantly on holy scripture to shed light on the mysteries of the christian faith this thought provoking book anticipates a situation which seems
plausible today it describes the peaceful invasion of france and then of the west by a third world burgeoned into multitudes at all levels global consciousness
governments societies and especially every person within themself the question is asked belatedly what s to be done the golden legend jacobus de voragine a
catholic classic around 170 lives of the saints over 615 00 words includes an active index table of contents and layered ncx navigation includes illustrations by
gustave dore the golden legend paperback editions volume 1 978 1 78379 436 2 volume 2 978 1 78379 437 9 volume 3 978 1 78379 438 6 the golden legend is a
collection of hagiographies by jacobus de voragine that became a late medieval bestseller this collection of about 170 lives of the saints was the most read book
during the ages of faith second only to the holy bible it is one of the all time catholic classics of immense unction and is the basis of much iconography more
than a thousand manuscripts of the text have survived it was likely compiled around the year 1260 although the text was added to over the centuries initially
entitled readings of the saints it gained its popularity under the title by which it is best known over eight hundred manuscript copies of the work survive and
when printing was invented in the 1450s editions appeared quickly not only in latin but also in every major european language caxton s version appeared in
1483 and his translation was reprinted reaching a ninth edition in 1527 in 1900 the caxton version was translated by frederick startridge ellis publisher catholic
way publishing david williams shows that images associated with saints are not simply illustrations of written accounts nor are the gestures prayers and
liturgical practices of devotees of saints cults simply derivative of them rather images and enactments expand and complete the text adding visual and dramatic
dimensions williams demonstrates his ideas through discussion and case studies of three saints the biblical figure of saint anne mother of the virgin the medieval
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english martyr saint thomas becket and saint maximillian mary kolbe who gave his life to save that of another in the auschwitz concentration camp a
remarkable study of text image and enactment saints alive presents a complete study of the depiction of saints that will change the way they are understood
the world needs saints to show it the way to true humanity the church needs saints to show it how to live out its calling the witness of the lives of the saints is
a powerful testimony to the reality of god s plan and the possibility for truly following it in one s life so often we do not see this witness we see hypocrisy and
mediocrity among christians that is why we must look to the saints the ones who really followed the words of christ and let them be carried out fully in their
lives the saints also give us a reason to hope saints were not born they were made through a life of cooperation with god s grace despite many difficulties
weaknesses and temptations this book written from a catholic perspective provides an overview to the lives of the saints celebrated the entirety of the roman
calendar it covers the whole church year and makes for inspirational spiritual reading any time of the year providing an introduction to the patron saints for
many walks of life included are the blessed virgin mary and st joseph apostles like st peter and st paul early martyrs like st perpetua and st felicity early
evangelizers like st patrick medieval giants such as st thomas aquinas american saints such as st elizabeth ann seton and st john neumann and many others men
and women who have done the hardest thing of all lived lives of virtue so heroically that their deeds will be honored as long as there s church let these
superheoes and superheroines show you how exciting a life of faith can be who is he that was spoken of old destined to be the final ruler before the return of
christ what will the world look like under his reign is it possible that he is alive today walking among us unknown until he receives his power and authority
in enemy of the saints woodrow polston reveals key characteristics of the man who will become the antichrist as well as those who will follow him enemy of
the saints exposes the rise of christian persecution and the increased division within the church the rapid decline of moral values and much evidence that
proves just how late the hour is in which we live enemy of the saints will empower you to walk in bold faith despite the opposition that lies ahead with
prophetic insight regarding the enemy you will be better equipped to discern who he is and the motives of those who will blindly follow him the world
needs saints to show it the way to true humanity the church needs saints to show it how to live out its calling the witness of the lives of the saints is a
powerful testimony to the reality of god s plan and the possibility for truly following it in one s life so often we do not see this witness we see hypocrisy and
mediocrity among christians that is why we must look to the saints the ones who really followed the words of christ and let them be carried out fully in their
lives the saints also give us a reason to hope saints were not born they were made through a life of cooperation with god s grace despite many difficulties
weaknesses and temptations if we want to see the greatest and best of what christianity is capable of we must look to the saints
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The Lives of the Saints 2020-08-03 reproduction of the original the lives of the saints by s baring gould
The Lives of the Saints 2020-08-03 reproduction of the original the lives of the saints by s baring gould
Lives of the Saints 1965 butler s lives of the saints is the most revered catholic book after the bible the missal and the imitation of christ a saint or two for each
day of the calendar great for a daily meditation each life is followed by a lesson from the life to help us apply the virtues of the saint to ourselves great for the
entire family includes famous saints since fr butler s time all recounted in the same beautiful reverent spirit that was his impr
The lives of the saints. 12 vols. [in 15]. 1873 depicting the lives of the saints in an array of factual and fictional stories the golden legend was perhaps the most
widely read book after the bible during the late middle ages it was compiled around 1260 by jacobus de voragine a scholarly friar and later archbishop of genoa
whose purpose was to captivate encourage and edify the faithful while preserving a vast store of information pertaining to the legends and traditions of the
church in this translation the first in english of the complete text william granger ryan captures the immediacy of this rich work which offers an important
guide for readers interested in medieval art and literature and more generally in popular religious culture arranged according to the order of saints feast days
these fascinating stories are now combined into one volume this edition also features an introduction by eamon duffy contextualizing the work
Lives of the Saints 1968 reprint of the original the publishing house anatiposi publishes historical books as reprints due to their age these books may have
missing pages or inferior quality our aim is to preserve these books and make them available to the public so that they do not get lost
The Lives of the Saints 1898 lives of the saints from aquinas press features 92 stories of the most popular saints of the catholic church adapted from the short
biographies of butler s lives of the saints these stories are sure to inspire a new generation of believers 96 pages paper
The Lives of the Saints, Volume III (of 16): March 2021-12-02 there is no greater authority on the saints than alban butler and his enormous research has been
the standard reference on the subject for the last two and a half centuries this new adaptation of butler s multi volume lives of the saints presents a modernized
text for today s reader and provides an illuminating guide to these historic symbolic and foundational christian men and women butler s daily readings from
the lives and works of the saints offer readers of all backgrounds the opportunity to engage directly with these great figures butler s distinctive contribution to
stories about saints was to turn attention away from the superhuman miraculous themes that are prevalent in earlier works he gives us saints who are
examples of christian living who provide inspiration for our own lives in every time and circumstance as butler writes they were once what we are now
travelers on earth they had the same weaknesses we have we have difficulties so had the saints important features of this version include mention of recently
canonized saints as well as those whose path to official sainthood is still in progress also included in the daily readings are more obscure saints whose lives and
contributions to christianity should not be forgotten
Lives of the Saints 1995-07 reproduction of the original the lives of the saints by s baring gould
The Golden Legend 2012-04-22 ranging over 2 000 years of church history this unique anthology brings together hundreds of aphoristic sayings from the
writings and recorded words of saints both famous and obscure from the literary polish of st francis de sales patron saint of journalists to the cry of the martyr on
the scaffold these quotations cover a huge array of themes joy death faith and hope folly and vary in tone from the intimacy of personal letters to the
exhortative fervor of sermons preached to the thousands the sayings include diary notations lists of personal resolutions naive remarks of saintly children who
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intuited their own destiny later recalled and assigned a deep significance and the half legendary utterances of early wonder working saints of ireland or the
misty northern forests included are african and japanese saints as well as europeans despite the diversity of the individuals represented hermits and popes the
urbane and the gaunt the sensible and the passionately foolish the book uncovers more harmony of thought and fundamental agreement than one would ever
expect on virtually all of the themes by which the collection is organized the outlines of a saintly consensus are suggested above all this collection brings the
saints vividly to life it reminds us that the saints were real people with a range of temperaments and personalities not a group of museum figures carved in
marble
Christ and the Inheritance of the Saints 2023-02-15 performing miracles facing wild lions confronting demons transforming the world from augustine to mother
teresa officially canonized as st teresa of calcutta discover seventy of the best known and best loved saints and read their riveting stories meet joan of arc whose
transcendent faith compelled her to lead an army when the king s courage failed francis of assisi whose gentleness tamed a man eating wolf valentine a bishop
in the time of ancient rome who spoke so often of christ s love that his saint s day february 12 has been associated with courtly love since the middle ages st
thomas aquinas the great teacher peter claver who cared for hundreds of thousands of people on slave ships after their voyage as captives and bernadette whose
vision of mary instructed her to dig the spring that became the healing waters of lourdes each saint is illustrated in a dramatic and stylized full color portrait
and included in every entry are the saint s dates location emblems feast days and patronage taken together these stories create a rich inspiring and entertaining
history of faith and courage for kids age 10 and up a perfect gift for confirmation
Lives of the Saints 2013-02-09 pauline dimech explores whether and to what extent we may attribute authority to the saints but also how we may ensure that
it is the saints and not the scoundrels whose influence persists and whose memory endures the thing that drives her research is the thought that history is full
of examples of individuals who held positions of official authority that they did not deserve dimech is convinced that hans urs von balthasar can help us clarify
the issues surrounding the authority of the saints besides establishing balthasar s involvement with the enterprise this book tries to establish the theological
foundations upon which the authority of the saints would have to be based in theory and possibly already however implicitly based in practice
Butler's Lives of the Saints 2005 the image of santa barbara of the thunder is being shipped to the city of bahia to be enshrined at the museum of sacred art as
the boat that will deliver her is docking she comes to life to save manela a young bahian girl whose flirtatious behaviour has offended her pious family this
magical occurrence announces the start of the festival the sounds of berimbau drums herald the candombl rituals that will determine the success or failure of
santa barbara s magic once again the author of dona flor and her two husbands shows his consummate ability to tell a story with compassion and sensuality
The Lives of the Saints 2020-08-03 one of publishers weekly s best books of the year winner of the christopher award winner of the catholic press association
book award witty wryly honest and always original my life with the saints is james martin s story of how his life has been shaped by some surprising friends
the saints of the catholic church in his modern classic memoir martin introduces us to saints throughout history from st peter to dorothy day st francis of assisi to
mother teresa and chronicles his lifelong friendships with them filled with fascinating tales martin s funny vibrant and stirring book invites readers to discover
how saints guide us throughout our earthly journeys and how they help each of us find holiness in our own lives featuring a new chapter from martin this
tenth anniversary edition of the best selling memoir updates readers about his life over the past ten years in that time he has been a new york times best
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selling author official chaplain of the colbert report and a welcome presence in the media whenever there s a breaking catholic news story but he has always
remained recognizably himself john l allen jr the acclaimed catholic journalist contributes a foreword that shows how martin has become one of the wisest and
most insightful voices of this era an outstanding and often hilarious memoir publishers weekly one of the best spiritual memoirs in years robert ellsberg
remarkably engaging u s catholic martin s final word is as jungian as it is catholic god does not want us to be mother teresa or dorothy day god wants us to be
most fully ourselves the washington post book world
The Saints' Everlasting Rest 1828 j m synge s the well of the saints is a three act darkly comedic play that explores themes of myth vision and journeys two
blind beggars martin and mary doul are cured of their blindness by a passing saint unable to reckon with the ugliness of a world they have never seen their
relationship is torn apart by their new gift now able to integrate into society they try and live as they have always wanted to only to be met with cruelty at
every turn the well of the saints is a hilarious and thought provoking play that will enrapture fans of irish literature or comedy a cross between waiting for
godot and trading places the well of the saints is a dark delight to be enjoyed by all edmund john millington synge 1871 1909 was an irish poet playwright and
defining figure of the irish literary revival born in county dublin to upper middle class protestants synge suffered from hodgkin s disease which led to his
home schooling soon after graduating from trinity college dublin synge became a renowned poet and playwright but his success was short lived as he passed
away from cancer at 37 he is best remembered for his play the playboy of the western world an incredibly controversial work at the time of its publication and
performance regarded by yeats as the greatest dramatic genius of ireland synge has had a lasting legacy being a key influence for acclaimed irish playwright
samuel beckett and the subject of joseph o connor s novel ghost light 2010
The History of the Saints 1842 for more than two centuries butler s has been one of the best known most widely consulted hagiographies in its brief and
authoritative entries readers can find a wealth of knowledge on the lives and deeds of the saints as well as their ecclesiastical and historical importance since
canonization
The People of the Saints 1979 in the course of reading these stories which are arranged according to the order of saints feasts days throughout the liturgical year
readers happen upon many fascinating cultural and historical topics at the same time these stories draw abundantly on holy scripture to shed light on the
mysteries of the christian faith
The Wisdom of the Saints 1987 this thought provoking book anticipates a situation which seems plausible today it describes the peaceful invasion of france and
then of the west by a third world burgeoned into multitudes at all levels global consciousness governments societies and especially every person within
themself the question is asked belatedly what s to be done
Stories of the Saints 2020-03-31 the golden legend jacobus de voragine a catholic classic around 170 lives of the saints over 615 00 words includes an active index
table of contents and layered ncx navigation includes illustrations by gustave dore the golden legend paperback editions volume 1 978 1 78379 436 2 volume 2
978 1 78379 437 9 volume 3 978 1 78379 438 6 the golden legend is a collection of hagiographies by jacobus de voragine that became a late medieval bestseller
this collection of about 170 lives of the saints was the most read book during the ages of faith second only to the holy bible it is one of the all time catholic classics
of immense unction and is the basis of much iconography more than a thousand manuscripts of the text have survived it was likely compiled around the year
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1260 although the text was added to over the centuries initially entitled readings of the saints it gained its popularity under the title by which it is best known
over eight hundred manuscript copies of the work survive and when printing was invented in the 1450s editions appeared quickly not only in latin but also in
every major european language caxton s version appeared in 1483 and his translation was reprinted reaching a ninth edition in 1527 in 1900 the caxton version
was translated by frederick startridge ellis publisher catholic way publishing
The Authority of the Saints 2017-05-18 david williams shows that images associated with saints are not simply illustrations of written accounts nor are the
gestures prayers and liturgical practices of devotees of saints cults simply derivative of them rather images and enactments expand and complete the text
adding visual and dramatic dimensions williams demonstrates his ideas through discussion and case studies of three saints the biblical figure of saint anne mother
of the virgin the medieval english martyr saint thomas becket and saint maximillian mary kolbe who gave his life to save that of another in the auschwitz
concentration camp a remarkable study of text image and enactment saints alive presents a complete study of the depiction of saints that will change the way
they are understood
Stories of the Saints 1945 the world needs saints to show it the way to true humanity the church needs saints to show it how to live out its calling the witness
of the lives of the saints is a powerful testimony to the reality of god s plan and the possibility for truly following it in one s life so often we do not see this
witness we see hypocrisy and mediocrity among christians that is why we must look to the saints the ones who really followed the words of christ and let
them be carried out fully in their lives the saints also give us a reason to hope saints were not born they were made through a life of cooperation with god s
grace despite many difficulties weaknesses and temptations this book written from a catholic perspective provides an overview to the lives of the saints
celebrated the entirety of the roman calendar it covers the whole church year and makes for inspirational spiritual reading any time of the year providing an
introduction to the patron saints for many walks of life included are the blessed virgin mary and st joseph apostles like st peter and st paul early martyrs like st
perpetua and st felicity early evangelizers like st patrick medieval giants such as st thomas aquinas american saints such as st elizabeth ann seton and st john
neumann and many others
The War of the Saints 1994 men and women who have done the hardest thing of all lived lives of virtue so heroically that their deeds will be honored as long
as there s church let these superheoes and superheroines show you how exciting a life of faith can be
My Life with the Saints (10th Anniversary Edition) 2016-09-01 who is he that was spoken of old destined to be the final ruler before the return of christ what
will the world look like under his reign is it possible that he is alive today walking among us unknown until he receives his power and authority in enemy of
the saints woodrow polston reveals key characteristics of the man who will become the antichrist as well as those who will follow him enemy of the saints
exposes the rise of christian persecution and the increased division within the church the rapid decline of moral values and much evidence that proves just
how late the hour is in which we live enemy of the saints will empower you to walk in bold faith despite the opposition that lies ahead with prophetic insight
regarding the enemy you will be better equipped to discern who he is and the motives of those who will blindly follow him
The Well of the Saints 2022-12-13 the world needs saints to show it the way to true humanity the church needs saints to show it how to live out its calling the
witness of the lives of the saints is a powerful testimony to the reality of god s plan and the possibility for truly following it in one s life so often we do not see
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this witness we see hypocrisy and mediocrity among christians that is why we must look to the saints the ones who really followed the words of christ and let
them be carried out fully in their lives the saints also give us a reason to hope saints were not born they were made through a life of cooperation with god s
grace despite many difficulties weaknesses and temptations if we want to see the greatest and best of what christianity is capable of we must look to the saints
On the Predestination of the Saints 2022
Butler's Lives of the Saints 1995-01-01
The Golden Legend 1995-04-09
The Camp of the Saints 1975
The Lives of the Saints 1951
The Coming of the Saints 2017-03
The Golden Legend 2015-04-04
Saints Alive 2010-09-30
A Biographical Dictionary of the Saints 1969
Lives of the Saints Complete 2020-03-16
Secrets of the Saints 1963
The Saints Everlasting Rest: Or A Treatise of the Blessed State of the Saints, in Their Enjoyment of God in Glory 1813
The Lives of the Saints 2018-09-07
Lives of the Saints You Should Know 1978
Stories of the saints for children, by M.F.S. 1878
Enemy of the Saints 2016-04-19
Lives of the Saints 2018-07-27
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